How to get your dream kitchen - and save

Youngstown Kitchens
BY MULLINS
Got a yen for a new kitchen?

A sleek, new streamlined kitchen... all in gleaming steel, complete with wall cabinets, base cabinets and a stunning cabinet sink?

You've come to the right place!

For you can have a Youngstown Kitchen beauty fitted to any size or shape of room, in a new house or old, without fuss or costly remodeling, for practically a song!

Gorgeous Youngstown units are standardized and mass-produced in a whole range of sizes and styles.

Pick the units you want. Combine them any way you wish. Lo... there's your dream kitchen.

Honestly now, had you even guessed it could be so simple? Youngstown units are produced by the world's largest makers of steel kitchens... people who know what you want in a kitchen and how you want it, from the word "go." Look where you will, you won't beat these gorgeous, step-saving huskies for quality, design, price, or fast, easy arranging.

Youngstown Kitchens are available on easy budget terms with low down payment and moderate monthly payments. Financing through dealer or bank.

So settle back and read on. Here's where you and your budget meet your heart's-desire kitchen.
LET'S START at the spot where you do two-thirds of your kitchen work ... the sink! Begin your dream scheme by selecting the Youngstown Kitchen-aider cabinet sink that best fits your space and needs.

Look at the array of styles ... real wife-savers, designed by experts to make your sink chores lighter, brighter the livelong day.

Look at the dazzling finish! Every Kitchen-aider is durable, white-enamed steel with a one-piece, acid-resisting, porcelain-enamel top.

Look at the speedy rinse spray, the swinging mixing-faucet, the acres of working room, the beautiful chrome-

KITCHENAIDER 66" TWIN. Picture this gleaming beauty in your kitchen. Features gorgeous, one-piece, porcelain-enamel top; double bowls; recessed soap dish; double, fluted drainboards. Swinging mixing-faucet, rinse spray, coved back-splasher. Fully outfitted under-cabinet has sliding shelf for bulky articles. Removable cutting board, two large compartments, removable stamped-steel soap-box rack; rubber-covered drain basket; five drawers on brass runners, including cutlery drawer. Fully sound-insulated. Chrome hardware. Width, 66"; height, 36"; depth, 24". (Shown with Model-aider electric garbage disposall, fits all Kitchen-aiders as optional equipment.)
plated hardware and the big, big storage space you get in every model.

And look at all the other work-saving details described on the following pages. Trust Youngstown to wrap up a gem that delivers dollar-for-dollar value from base to back-splasher! In fact, if your budget isn't up to par, you can start your Youngstown Kitchen with a Kitchenaider and add wall and base cabinets later.

**KITCHENAIDER 42" TWIN.** Two bowls, one extra deep (a full 11") available on either right or left side... handy for light laundry. Sliding, removable, fluted drainboard covers either bowl. Other features: one-piece, acid-resisting, porcelain-enamel top; swinging mixing-faucet; recessed soap dish. Giant compartment in base takes many bulky items. Chrome hardware. Fully sound-insulated, doors close quietly. Width, 42"; height, 36" from floor to bowl rim; 24" front to back. Spray may be added.

**KITCHENAIDER 49" TWIN.** Features extra deep (a full 11") second bowl, on left. Sliding, removable drainboards covers either bowl. Also: one-piece, acid-resisting, porcelain-enamel top; swinging mixing-faucet, rinse spray, coved backsplash, recessed soap dish. Three big compartments; fitted drawer for cutlery. Sliding shelf for heavy articles. Stamped-steel soap-box rack on undercabinet door. Fully sound-insulated. Drain basket included. Chrome hardware. Width, 49"; height, 36" from floor to bowl rim; 24" front to back.

**KITCHENAIDER 54" STANDARD.** Spacious one-piece top is finished in finest, acid-resisting porcelain-enamel. Two roomy drawers running on brass runners, one large compartment. Deep, wide, no-splash bowl, four-inch crumb cup, strainer, four-inch back-splasher, swinging mixing-faucet. Recessed toe and knee space. Torpedo door catches. Width, 54"; height, 36" from floor to bowl rim; 24" front to back.

**KITCHENAIDER 54" DELUXE.** See the working area each side of the big bowl! Other features: one-piece, acid-resisting, porcelain-enamel top; wide, fluted drainboards; swinging mixing-faucet, rinse spray, coved back-splasher, recessed soap dish. Undercabinet has five drawers on brass runners (one for cutlery), two compartments, sliding shelf, removable cutting board, stamped-steel soap box rack. Width, 54"; height, 36" from floor to bowl rim; 24" front to back.
BANISH GARBAGE FOREVER

Think of it!

No more garbage! No more messy garbage can, with all its evil-smelling, disease-spreading food wastes!

You keep your kitchen constantly clean with the new Mullinaider electric garbage disposer... because all food wastes are shredded by the Mullinaider and whisked away while they are still fresh, before they have a chance to become garbage.

Tucked away under your Kitchenaider cabinet sink, the Mullinaider is always ready to go to work, smoothly and efficiently. Backed by Youngstown, the world's largest makers of steel kitchens, you know the Mullinaider has to be the best!

And how easy it is to eliminate food waste with the Mullinaider. All you do is: 1. Turn on cold water; 2. Flip Mullinaider switch; 3. Scrape food waste down drain opening. Zip! It's gone!

Mullinaider

ELECTRIC GARBAGE DISPOSER

Be sure to ask your dealer for free Mullinaider demonstration in your home

Wash your dishes this easy straight-line way

1 GOOD-BYE dishwashing blues. With a Kitchenaider, stack scraped dishes beside the bowl. Room galore on fluted, porcelain-enamel top. Fluted ridges are closely spaced. Glassware, plates set evenly; no rocking. Kitchenaider tops are as easy to clean as a saucer.

2 ONE bowl is your dishpan (swinging faucet is right there with water). Whizz dishes clean,... pop 'em over to synthetic rubber-covered drain basket in second bowl. In single-bowl Kitchenaider, put basket on drainboard. Now rinse! (All at once, not one at a time.)
Your kitchen dream to life

**Only Youngstown Brings You So Much!**

**Faucet Adapter**
Connecting hoses to KitchenAid faucets. Adapters have outside bread for hoses which must be screwed on, or inside bevel for clamp-on hoses.

**Hurray**

**Aerator**
Attachment for swinging mixing faucet automatically mixes stream of water from faucet with air bubbles. Gives gentle, non-splash flow from faucet. Builds oceans of Suds.

**Drainboard Mats**
Made of synthetic rubber to prevent clutter and assure safety while you're draining your dishes. Mats are ribbed to allow drainage to flow into the sink.

**Removable**
Cutting board flips out for sink-top work. Sturdy sliding shelf beneath holds heavy articles like mixers, bowls, flour sack. Saves strenuous bending, reaching, lifting.

**Drain Baskets**
Covered with synthetic rubber to protect glassware and dishes. Sturdily constructed in various sizes to fit all sink bowls. Speeds dishwashing, prevents breakage.

**KitchenAid**
Drawers slide freely, noiselessly on brass runners. No more tugging, jiggling. Precision construction in set can't warp, buckle, leak. Built in every way to last a lifetime.

**Metal Bread Box**
Fits in 3rd or 4th drawer of 54" Deluxe and 66" Twin KitchenAid. Also 3rd drawer of 21" and 27" base drawer cabinets. Keeps fresh bread and cake handy. (Sold extra.)

**Cutlery Drawer**
Has adjustable steel dividers for five big, wide compartments. Knives, forks, kitchen utensils are always sorted. Linoleum lining prevents clutter. Fits most KitchenAider models.

**KitchenAider**
Automatic rinse spray with flexible hose reaches all of the sink top. Hose slides back when spraying's done. Patented trigger key on nozzle. A great aid for all your dishwashing.

**One-Piece**
Top is finest acid-resisting porcelain enamel... sparkling white! Finish swishes clean with fast once-over of damp cloth. Fluted drains lead into sink bowl. Superb quality you expect from Youngstown.

**Crumb-Cup**

**Stamped-Steel**
Soap-box rack... keeps soap flakes on back of undercabinet door... right where you can reach them! Rack lifts off easily for quick cleaning.

---

3 Handy spray attachment just soaks those dishes with hot water... every plate and cup, front and back... in a matter of seconds. Water drains right on out of bowl. (Cold water spray is wonderful for washing vegetables, too.) See how simple straight-line dishwashing is!

4 Leave dishes to drain and dry. Or dry and stack on drainboard. Dishes are done! No more frazzled nerves, dishpan wrestling, or hopping hither and yon for a dish at a time. Your wonderful Youngstown KitchenAider cabinet sink zips you through dishes 1095 times a year.
NOW WATCH your kitchen begin to shape up. Once you've picked your Youngstown KitchenAider you merely add matching steel Youngstown wall and base cabinets in whatever arrangement you prefer. It's as easy as that.

Start with the wall cabinets below. They're a housewife's dream... big, deep, handsome... with wide-swinging doors and easy-to-reach shelves. There's a size and style for every need, every patch of wall, every idle corner. And whatever the size of your kitchen, you can arrange a combination to fit your needs to a "T."

Choose away to your heart's content. Youngstown designers have thought of everything that means a luxury kitchen. Yet husky, modern Youngstown units practically baby a budget. Wait till your Youngstown dealer shows you the price tags... you'll see!

DOUBLE-DOOR WALL CABINET. Three wonderful compartments. Same satiny-smooth, white-enameled steel as all cabinets. A size for nearly every wall space. Six widths: 18", 21", 24", 27", 30", 36". 36" size (shown) has handy split shelf for tall articles. Others have three regular compartments. All 30" high, 13" front-to-back.

CORNER CABINET. Use it where row of wall cabinets turns a corner. Or individually to put awkward corner space to work. Three compartments will take 169 dishes without cramming! Back corner easily accessible without stretching. Door swings wide. One size: 30" high and 25" on each side. Note that first three wall cabinet styles are same height.

SINGLE-DOOR WALL CABINETS. For space where narrower cabinet is preferred. Three large compartments. Door hinges right or left. All Youngstown wall cabinets have easily reached handles, sure-hold torpedo catches and sound-proofing on doors. Style above, one 8 size only: 15" wide, 30" high, 13" front-to-back. See the capacity!

DOUBLE-DOOR WALL CABINET. Special two-compartment model for use over the KitchenAider, range, or refrigerator. Keeps frequently-used items right where you use them. Five widths: 18", 21", 24", 30", 36". 36" size (shown) has split shelf for tall articles. All 18" high, 13" front-to-back. Here are wall cabinets that really are cabinets!
A "SMALL-HOUSE" kitchen with real "big-kitchen" convenience. Trim and shipshape, it's right after a man's heart, too. This arrangement fits a 54" floor space. And it illustrates, incidentally, how neatly you can place Youngstown units along a wall-without-window. Don't give it a second's thought if the windows are awkwardly situated in the kitchen you're modernizing.

THIS SLICK grouping in a 66" space is not only a complete kitchen in itself; you can make it the basis for a larger Youngstown Kitchen later on. Just add more wall and base cabinets as your budget grows. The Youngstown creation below features a 66" twin-bowl Kitchensider, rolling-door cabinet, what-not shelves. Modern all-steel kitchens like these boost the resale value of your house.
Then add gorgeous Youngstown base cabinets

Walls all set...? Fine!

Now for your Youngstown base cabinets... still in matching white-enamed steel... still designed as only a Youngstown unit can be.

Look at the styles... every one rarin' to help you keep kitchen supplies in their place... every one with the storage space to do it. And every one with a wide, sleek work surface at the right height for working ease and comfort the livelong day.

String them alongside each other, starting at your Kitchenaider. Run them down along that empty wall. It's no problem at all to make a dream come true with top-quality Youngstown equipment... even that pet plan you've been wanting. And your finished kitchen will have a luxurious "custom" look that will last the life of your house. Yes, indeed, if you want a stunning kitchen, you want a Youngstown Kitchen!

DOUBLE-DOOR BASE CABINET. Two deep compartments for pots and pans. Thick clatter-proof top. Five widths: 21", 24", 27", 30", 36". 36" size (shown) has two drawers. All others have single drawer. All 36" high, 24" front-to-back. All base cabinets have coved back splashes.

FOUR-DRAWER BASE CABINET. Two deep and two extra-deep sturdy drawers on smooth-sliding, brass runners. Ideal for kitchen, pantry, laundry, or utility cabinet in the bathroom. All base cabinets have recessed toe space, are same height as Kitchenaider tops. Style above in three widths: 15", 21", 27". All 36" high, 24" front-to-back.

SINGLE-DOOR BASE CABINET. Two roomy compartments plus large single drawer. Door hinged right or left. Two widths: 15", 18". Both 36" high, 24" front-to-back. See page 15 for exclusive seal inserts which assure tight seals wherever work surfaces meet in a Youngstown Kitchen. They're one more example of Youngstown Kitchen details.
AN INVITING, family kitchen, where work is really a pleasure. Mullinaxer electric garbage disposer sees to that! By varying sizes and styles of Kitchenaider, and the wall and base cabinets, you can adapt any Youngstown Kitchen arrangements in this book to larger or smaller floor space, depending upon your needs.

JUST TRY to keep the youngsters and "that man" out of a kitchen like this! Meal preparation goes smooth as clockwork with all this easy-to-get-at work surface. From washing vegetables to dishings up dessert, your work flows from Kitchenaider right along the counter. No work-day weariness...you stay serene because your work is easier. Truly, a Youngstown Kitchen becomes the heart of your home!
Finally... add utility cabinets

And here are those extra touches that really "make" your kitchen. They're smart, yet practical as can be... out-of-the-ordinary units that help put every inch of kitchen space to work the Youngstown way.

Stumped for kitchen ideas? Browse through the kitchens pictured in this book. Adapt all you want from the arrangements shown. Let them suggest still more step-saving ways to combine your Youngstown units.

Remember, too, your Youngstown Kitchen dealer can show you still more kitchen suggestions... all at a price that makes you say, "That's for me!" No wonder Youngstown Kitchens are the outstanding kitchens today.

ROLLING-DOOR CABINETS. Fit under wall cabinets. Gleaming, white, plastic rolling doors slide up out of way. Spices, seasonings are handy to work surface, away from larger supplies. Two widths: 18" and 24". Both 14" highs, 10" deep.

WHAT-NOT SHELVES. Place these graceful, strong little shelves by windows or in odd corners. Brighten your kitchen with small plants and colorful knick-knacks. You'll be pleasantly surprised at their shelf space. Baked-enamel finish, easily cleaned. Right and left hand models. 30" high x 7" x 10".

BROOM CABINET. Keeps broom, vacuum, oil mop and cleaning supplies in one place... out from under your feet! Like adding an extra closet to your kitchen. 21" wide, 84" high, 13" front-to-back.

LINEN CABINET. Sturdy shelves. For kitchen, laundry or bathroom. Keeps your linens dust-free. Matches Youngstown wall and base cabinets. 21" wide, 84" high, 13" front-to-back.
ANOTHER WINNING Youngstown Kitchen! Who wouldn't love to own it? Varied widths in Kitchenaiders and wall and base cabinets let you adapt this same combination to a floor space of 57" to 102". Your Youngstown dealer will assist you in selecting units...measure your kitchen accurately...install Youngstown equipment quickly, without expensive alterations. Talk your ideas over with him.

HOW'S THIS, too, for beauty on a budget? If you have 63" to 87" of floor space, better talk it over with hubby quick. Now look below. See how the same basic styles of Youngstown units have been rearranged and combined with other cabinets for a larger kitchen of a different shape. When it comes to dream schemes you can certainly see by now that no other kitchen can hold a candle to Youngstown!
ONE LOOK and a Youngstown Kitchen captures your heart... just by its beauty alone. But along with that beauty are thrilling work-saving features, too, the result of years and years of searching out what housewives want in kitchens. We know you're tired of makeshift shelves, squeeze-play cabinets, rickety work surfaces, of gee-gaws and dull drab fixin's. So look what we've done about it in every Youngstown cabinet, inside and out!

**YOUNGSTOWN** cabinets are made to last a lifetime. No dirt-catching crevices inside or out... no sharp corners. They're welded together like a limousine's chasis. Gleaming white-enamel finish is easy to keep spotless.

**FLOUR BIN.** Metal bin, on runners, may be pulled out for easy access. Has sifter and holds sufficient quantity of flour for ordinary kitchen needs. Fits in any Youngstown wall cabinet. Sold as extra equipment.

**DOORS** on all Youngstown cabinets swing wide, giving easy access to back corners of all shelves. Sturdy hinges, invisible from outside, will never let doors sag. No bolts or rivets to rust or loosen.

**FINEST** hard-baked enamel finish gives Youngstown cabinets a glintening surface that resists dirt and grease. One swipe of a damp cloth—and they're sparkling clean in a jiffy. Your Youngstown Kitchen's always shining bright!

**WIDE, CLEAR** counters let you whiz through chores—elbow room to spare. Thick, tough, clatter-proof tops protect dishes, won't buckle. Watertight, stainless-steel binding grips edges.

**BASE CABINETS** have 4" recessed toe space like Kencaiders. You stand up close, comfortably while using counter work space. Every Youngstown cabinet is designed to make those kitchen chores easier.
features right out of your dreams

Gleaming, stain-proof chrome handles on doors and drawers of all Youngstown cabinets give your kitchen that “showcase” look. Stainless-steel back-splasher on all base cabinets protects wall.

Youngstown base cabinets are the right height... give you wide avenues of work surface even with your Kitchenaider top. No more stooping. You stand straight, at ease. Wall cabinets are easily reached, no tip-toe stretching.

All cabinet doors and drawers are sound-insulated. Rubber bumpers prevent banging, slamming. Torpedo catches let doors close easily, stay closed. Drawers glide on satin-smooth brass runners. Typical Youngstown value!

Continuous corner tops provide a smooth, unbroken work surface. When used, sealer inserts are not required to join base-cabinet corner filler to adjoining base cabinets. Available in 61” x 61” size (as shown) and 25” x 61”, right or left hand. Measurements taken at wall.

Vegetable basket fits the sliding shelf on certain Kitchenaider cabinet sinks. Linoleum bottom is easy to clean, and vegetables are always handy right where you need them.

SMOOTH, permanent, stainless-steel sealer inserts assure tight, dirt-proof, liquid-proof seals wherever work surfaces meet... cabinet to cabinet, cabinet to Kitchenaider. No unsightly crevices. Your work counters stay immaculately fresh, clean, sanitary.

Base-cabinet corner fillers permit work surfaces to turn corners... give you continuous counters wherever you plan to have base cabinets along two walls. Every detail worth thinking of in a kitchen is yours to enjoy in a Youngstown Kitchen.
JUST as you’ve always imagined it ... right down to the last square inch of shelf and storage space! Not a chance to waste a step ... not a pot or pan out of place!

And just think again how easily it can be done. Pick a Kitchenaider cabinet sink. Add matching Youngstown units. You’ve got it!

And what a work-saving beauty it is! Morning, noon or night ... you sail through kitchen routines hardly realizing you’re doing chores. That’s how much a Youngstown Kitchen lightens your work! That’s how many hours and steps a glistening, all-steel Kitchenaider cabinet sink and matching wall and base cabinets save you every single day!

Oh what magic!

From the time you fill that morning coffee pot, your Youngstown Kitchen helps you perform every kitchen task. Seeing that youngsters have a good, hot breakfast ... fixing lunches ... stacking dishes, washing, rinsing and putting them away. Lady, there’s where your Youngstown Kitchen works magic for you.

Look at the kitchens on this page ... kitchens with a bright, future for you.

IF YOU plan to build, start thinking about your kitchen now. Never let it become an after-thought to the rest of the house. The more efficiently you plan your units, the more you save in building costs and extra steps as the years go by. See your Youngstown dealer first. Then talk over the Youngstown Kitchen you select with your builder and architect and have them fit it into your plans.

IF YOU expect to remodel, take a good look at your present kitchen. Find out where you have extra steps or work ... and why. This will bring out forcefully that the sink is the heart of your kitchen. Now study the Youngstown Kitchenaiders on pages 4 and 5 again. One look tells you that whichever Kitchenaider you choose, you’ll have a cabinet sink that can’t be beat for saving time and work.
THE BIG easy-to-clean Youngstown cabinets shown in all these kitchens make wonderful extra-storage units for pantry, laundry or bath, as well. Put a utility cabinet for mops, vacuum or linens in an upstairs hall. Or a base cabinet to go beside your washing machine. If your husband is a professional man, tip him off that these same cabinets are ideal for medical and dental offices, too.

LIVE ON a farm? There's no reason in the world you shouldn't have a bright, efficient Youngstown Kitchen, too ... with all the storage space and counter surface the hustle-bustle of a farm kitchen demands. Shelves for preserves and supplies ... base cabinets for roasters, kettles, pans ... and a cabinet sink that's practically an extra "hand" when canning season rolls 'round.

---

kitchen comes true!

Wide-stretching counter space lets you whiz along with meals. No clutter, no slow-ups ... you work unhampered!

Vegetables, supplies, cups or kettles ... everything's at your fingertips from morn till night. No cross-kitchen hikes or treks down cellar. No kitchen chaos! Your trim, all-steel Youngstown units beat that kitchen bedlam.

See your Youngstown dealer

Ask your Youngstown Kitchen dealer to assist you in arranging various kitchens to fit your floor and wall space. You're under no obligation. Ask him about deferred payments, too. Budget terms are available through your dealer or local bank.

Where else can you arrange a smart, modern, all-new kitchen so easily? Where else can you find such sleek, smooth, dazzling units that combine so quickly with so little fuss or bother? Where but with Youngstown units?

You need not get involved in lengthy alterations. You have no frills or fancy planning theories to adhere to. You have exactly the kitchen you want in your floor area. No wonder Youngstown Kitchens are head and shoulders above the field!

Youngstown Kitchens
BY MULLINS
See your Youngstown Kitchen in miniature first

Easy . . . ? You still have no idea!

Why, even selecting your Youngstown Kitchen is the simplest thing imaginable.

Begin by seeing your Youngstown Kitchen dealer. He can show you the whole Youngstown line . . . from magnificent steel Kitchen-aiders to all the matching steel cabinets. Next he'll measure your kitchen—quickly, accurately—with an exclusive patented Youngstown Kitchen measuring rule.

Then he'll show you miniature arrangements of all types of kitchens. Kitchens on one wall, on two, or three . . . anything you want to see . . . all on a small floor model that duplicates your own kitchen area. For Youngstown dealers have stunning, novel Min-A-Kitchen models—miniature Youngstown units in plastic that you can arrange and rearrange all you want until you have the snuggest, best-looking, most compact kitchen possible.

There's no wondering or guessing how your kitchen will work out. You know because you see it in advance. And to help you make it as perfect as a kitchen can be, we've prepared some planning hints. Just see the next page.

Youngstown Kitchens
BY MULLINS
Common sense is all it takes

Don’t worry because you may think you have no “knack” for kitchen planning. You already know in your heart how you want your kitchen. Common sense will do the rest.

Think of your kitchen in terms of what your appliances do . . . what is left for you to do. You walk, stoop, reach, bend. You chase after supplies. You store away and take out pots, pans, plates and pails. Plot your kitchen to reduce this work.

You are at the sink more often and longer than any other spot in the kitchen. Make sure working surfaces and storage space are close to your Kitchenaider to give you a concentrated supply and working center.

Keep these further tips in view, too, as you look at the gleaming, plastic Min-A-Kitchen arrangements at your Youngstown dealer’s.

Housewife's heaven at hubby's price

Very naturally, you're wondering about the cost of a Youngstown Kitchen in dollars and cents.

So let's talk about it now. Let's take the kitchen on the front cover of this book as an example. That gleaming beauty can be installed complete in your home for only a few dollars a month on most budget plans, including financing through your Youngstown Kitchen dealer or your local bank.

That includes the Kitchenaider, the utility cabinets, the wall and base cabinets and the what-not shelves just as you see them! The other gleaming Youngstown Kitchens pictured can also be purchased on low monthly budget plans.

But that's not all. Again we'd like to mention that if you're planning to remodel, a Youngstown Kitchen can be installed without lengthy alterations. In fact, we urge you to avoid them. Structural changes are costly and often lead to still more alterations. Your budget might better be used for more cabinets, a larger sink, or more work surface.

If you're planning to build, here's more good news. Total cost for total cost, your new all-steel kitchen will probably run no more—and very likely even less—than an old-fashioned built-on-the-job installation. And it will last a lifetime without warping, buckling. Your builder knows all about Youngstown Kitchens.

How's that for a housewife's heaven . . . right at hubby's price? Lady, you just can't beat it!
Your Youngstown dealer will help you

Your Youngstown Kitchen dealer is ready to give you every assistance. He's specially trained to do just that!

Be sure to talk your plans over with him. Ask him any questions as often as you want.

He is an expert on modern kitchens, fully trained at the Youngstown plant. He can give you scores of tips and suggestions.

Finally, he has a convenient payment plan, or he can recommend a modern home-financing institution in your community, through which you can finance your new kitchen if you wish.

Those are the easy steps to take to own the kitchen you've always wanted. So... why put off that new kitchen any longer? See Your Youngstown Kitchen Dealer Today.

Youngstown Kitchens

BY MULLINS

MULLINS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, WARREN, OHIO

World's Largest Makers of Steel Kitchens
There's everything you want for your kitchen in these beautiful new Youngstown Kitchens for 1950.

Sparkling new beauty! Wonderful new convenience! Remarkable new utility! We made constant improvements in 1949, introduced new products—and now for 1950, we add more features, make more improvements to maintain leadership for Youngstown Steel Kitchens.

**NEW DIE DESIGNS**

All Youngstown 1950 Cabinet Sinks, base cabinets and wall cabinets are made from newly designed dies, giving new contours and sparkling new finishes that only die-made steel can give. The Cabinet Sink tops are of finest porcelain enamel, with new “no-tip” drainboard fluting. Cabinet edges and corners are remarkably easy to clean. In every way, your 1950 cabinets are perfect matches for your Youngstown Cabinet Sink.

**NEW COLOR: PERFECT HARMONY**

New color! Ten exclusive new Cusheen cabinet top colors to glorify any kitchen. Also a new Maple Cutting Board Cabinet Top for greater convenience. Gleaming white finish of all Youngstown cabinets harmonizes perfectly with any color scheme selected, and allows complete freedom in determining kitchen background colors.
Never before such a wonderful material!

Youngstown Cusheen

CABINET TOPS
BONDED TO STEEL
Exclusive with Youngstown

TOUGH... RUGGED... DURABLE!
SPARKLING IN BEAUTY!

THERE'S everything you want in kitchen cabinet tops, plus more than you even hoped for, in new Youngstown Cusheen.

Great wearing ability, striking colors that glamorize your kitchen, quiet, clatter-proof qualities, resistance to heat—these and many other cabinet top features never before available in one material are now all yours in Youngstown Cusheen.

It took years of search and study, thousands of exacting laboratory tests, before the makers of Youngstown Kitchens found this totally new material. Youngstown Cusheen is exclusive, available only with Youngstown Kitchens.

You get extra value

You'll be proud as a peacock in your gleaming, white Youngstown Kitchen with glorious, colorful Cusheen tops.

Talk about beauty! This is it! A rich and colorful Cusheen top surface, bonded to steel, plus the always-popular, brilliant chrome trim that beautifies the back-splash and also the front edge, where top meets cabinet. Youngstown base cabinet tops are shaped for beauty, too, with rounded, eye-pleasing contours.

KITCHEN Beauty
BEYOND COMPARE!

10 Cusheen COLORS

Ten gorgeous Cusheen colors give you wide new freedom for planning kitchen color schemes.

Stimulate your color imagination! Sparkling colors in new Cusheen tops accentuate perfectly the easy-to-clean, immaculate Youngstown units of white-enamedled steel.

Get your favorite color harmony! Ask your Youngstown Kitchen dealer for help in selecting Cusheen top colors that accentuate best your own kitchen color scheme.

MULLINS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
WARREN, OHIO

World's Largest Makers of Steel Kitchens
ALL THIS IS YOURS
WITH YOUNGSTOWN Cusheen

1. GREAT WEARING ABILITY
Cusheen tops outwear best previous top materials as much as two-and-a-half times to one.

2. QUIETNESS
Cusheen tops have a sound-proofing surface. Your kitchen will be quieter, more pleasant to work in.

3. IMPACT RECOVERY
There’s extra resistance to blows and impacts with Youngstown Cusheen cabinet tops.

4. DISH-PROTECTING
Cusheen tops are clatterproof, cushioned to help protect dishes and fine glassware.

5. BONDED TO STEEL
Cusheen Tops consist of six layers bonded under pressure to steel. Will not support combustion.

6. STAIN-RESISTANT
Cusheen is unaffected by food acids, alcohols, alkalies, and other substances commonly found in kitchens.

DO YOU GET Cusheen Tops!
**New Convenience! New Utility! New Sparkle!**

**Youngstown Kitchens Rotary Corner Base Cabinet:** Remember that back part of your kitchen corner, how difficult it was to reach? Now you can use all the reachable corner space. The new Youngstown Rotary Corner Cabinet shelves revolve. Inside shelves turn at finger-tip touch, and you can bring any part to the front... where storage or removal of items is quick and easy. Back shield prevents articles from falling in corner. Built of sturdy steel.

**Youngstown Kitchens Flour Bin Base Cabinet:** Throw away the old flour can that always got in the way. The new Youngstown Flour Bin Base Cabinet holds fifty pounds of flour. Keeps it dry and convenient. Simply slip open the bin, lift the hinged steel lid, and flour is easy to reach. The Youngstown Flour Bin Base Cabinet is 15" wide, includes a drawer at top, matches all Youngstown base cabinets.

**Youngstown Maple Cutting Board Cabinet Top:** Here's practical beauty! This new cutting board top for Youngstown cabinets is just the thing for cutting meats, bread, vegetables, other foods. It's hard maple, 1/8" thick, shaped to match other Youngstown cabinet tops. Laminated side-to-side construction gives an edge-grain work surface remarkably tough and durable. Up to 24" wide.

**Youngstown Kitchens Breakfast Bar and Half-Round Base What-Not:** Wonderful new Breakfast Bar for easier meals and pleasant snacks. Extends cabinet-top surfaces and matches perfectly. Shown here with half-round Base What-Not which provides perfect finishing touch for Breakfast Bar, and beautifies the kitchen.

**Youngstown Kitchens Quarter-Round Base What-Not:** For that spot in your kitchen where base cabinets end and need decoration, here's the solution. It's primarily decorative, handsomely trimmed in chrome, designed to make your kitchen beautiful. But it's useful, too. Excellent for small appliances. Or you can perk up your kitchen with china on display, or vases, or what-have-you. Like all Youngstown units, it's built of steel to last a lifetime.

---

*Youngstown Kitchens*

Important: Mullins Manufacturing Corporation reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice in prices, material, equipment, specifications and models and also to discontinue models.